Introduction
To elaborate the energy transportation through heat conduction, the well-known Fourier relation has been extensively applied in engineering utilizations [1] . Heat conduction expression via Fourier situation has parabolic nature which permits thermal instabilities to communicate thermal propagation of wave having infinite speed and requires to be improved at extremely smaller time scales and length in a few nano/micro-scale structures [2] . A well-known methodology in which limited velocity of thermal wave proliferation is accounted via relaxation time concept is initiated which turns heat conduction expression from parabolic form to the hyperbolic one [3] [4] [5] . Numerous researchers have contributed further developments subjected to 2 Cattaneo model [3] . Christov [6] 
modified Cattaneo model [3] via insertion of upper-convected
Oldroyd's derivative. Some researches elaborating flow subjected to Cattaneo-Christov (nonFourier) heat flux are given in Refs. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Among numerous models of non-Newtonian materials, the micropolar material model has acquired ample consideration in view of the fact that it is capable to illustrate the micro-motions and local structure features of liquid components which are overlooked by traditional models.
Several real materials (liquid crystals, animal blood, polymeric suspensions, muddy fluids, small scales water models etc.) reveal microscopical characteristics (like rotation) being effectively described through micropolar material model. From physical viewpoint, this model elaborates materials involving large quantity of tiny spherical components uniformly disseminated inside the viscous medium. Related rheological model is established on novel vector field introduction and rotating particles (microrotation) angular velocity field. Accordingly, one novel vector expression is inserted to Navier-Stokes structure coming from angular momentum conservation.
Therefore, we finish off with a multifaceted (coupled) PDEs system fulfilled by velocity of fluid, microrotation and pressure with four novel viscosities established. The micropolar material model was initially modeled by Eringen [13] . Lukaszewicz [14] presents a monograph which comprehensively addresses the novel mathematical concept covering this unique model.
Afterwards numerous investigators consider micropolar material subjected to distinct aspects (see Refs. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] ).
Here micropolar material flow near a stagnant point is formulated in frames of modified FourierFick laws and heat generation. Variable fluid properties (temperature-dependent conductivity) and double stratification characteristics are considered. Homotopy solutions [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] are established for developed systems. Physical interpretation is given for various aspects of sundry variables against the profiles of velocity, thermal and solutal fields.
Formulation
Here incompressible micropolar material stagnation point flow highlighting the non-Fourier-Fick fluxes is modeled. The concept of heat generation is utilized for energy expression formulation.
Double stratification and variable fluid properties (temperature-dependent conductivity) are also considered. Nonlinear version of mixed convection is introduced. Application of boundary-layer theory yields the following governing expressions [15] : 
(5) 
Eqs. (2)- (6) yield: 
Solution procedure and convergence
Here homotopy algorithm is selected for computation of Eqs. (9)- (12) subjected to boundary conditions given in Eqs. (13)- (15) . We select [15] : 
elucidate arbitrary constants.
The implemented scheme i.e. HAM involves auxiliary factors   , , , fg . These factors effectively regulate series solutions convergence. Plots are portrayed for 13th order in Fig. 1 . 
6 Table 1 . Cleraly 25th order approximations are sufficient for convergence of Eqs. (9)- (12). 
